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MYTHBUSTERS EPISODE DESCRIPTIONS: 

3RD & 4TH QUARTER 2012 
 
 
Titanic Survival – Premieres Sunday, October 7 at 8PM ET/PT 
Adam and Jamie, joined by Titanic director James Cameron, tackle the most requested myth in 
MythBusters history:  Did Jack (from Cameron’s blockbuster Titanic) needlessly die? Is it possible that 
Rose and Jack could have both fit on the wooden board and survived together? Adam, Jamie and Jim 
break down this tragic Titanic tale of human survival and put the controversy to bed. Meanwhile, Kari, 
Grant and Tory take a ride on a rocket-powered surfboard. 
 
Trench Torpedo – Premieres Sunday, October 14 at 8PM ET/PT 
In Trench Torpedo, witness the most epic high-speed explosions ever captured on MythBusters as Adam 
and Jamie tackle a blast from the past: can a trench’s corner construction really shelter a shockwave?  
Meanwhile, Kari, Tory and Grant clown around in the name of science by crashing clown cars to 
determine if party balloons can act as an impromptu airbag. 
 
Hail Hijinx – Premieres Sunday, October 21 at 8PM ET/PT 
In this episode of MythBusters, Adam and Jamie leap for their lives while Kari, Tory and Grant tackle a 
fisherman’s tale about hail. In Cliffhanger Bridge Drop, Adam and Jamie set off to tackle Sylvester 
Stallone's feat and find out if you really can run and jump from a rope bridge as it is collapsing. They 
build a monster suspension bridge and rig it with explosives to make it collapse on cue – with them on 
board of course! Meanwhile, Kari, Tory and Grant test out a myth about a fisherman’s boat that sunk in 
a hailstorm.  
 
Fright Night – Premieres Sunday, October 28 at 8PM ET/PT 
In this spooky episode, there are thrills and chills as the team tests a trio of terrifying tales in the first 
ever Halloween special.  First up, Adam and Jamie go bump in the night to find out if a certain frequency 
of sound can convince people of paranormal activity. Then they take on a grave concern, testing the 
movie myth that moving a dead body is dead easy. Meanwhile Kari Tory and Grant are on the scent as 
they test the mythical ‘smell of fear’. They get set for a night of frights, finding out if there really is an 
aroma of anxiety and if there is, whether or not it’s potent enough for a human nose to sniff out. 
 
Mini Myth Medley – Premieres Sunday, November 4 at 8PM ET/PT 
On this episode of MythBusters, the team mixes it up with a medley of viewer requested mini myths. 
First up, Adam and Jamie investigate the idiom that we “know it like the back of our hands”. Then, in 
Underwater Bike Ride, they submerge themselves in sub-aquatic physics and the pool to find out if it’s 
possible to ride a bike underwater. 
Meanwhile, Kari, Tory and Grant draft baseball giant Matt Cain to aid in their quest to pierce glass with a 
needle. Will his canon arm match the Internet video claims of Shaolin monks? Finally, they get down and 
do the ‘Potty Dance’. If you shake, wiggle and roll does it really help you hold off the inevitable for 
longer? 
 
Cannonball Chemistry – Premieres Sunday, November 11 at 8PM ET/PT  
Adam and Jamie test whether a mattress can really cushion a watery wipeout. Meanwhile, Kari, Tory 
and Grant tackle a blast from the past as they test out cannonballs made of stone. 
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Surreal Gourmet Hour – Premieres Sunday, November 18 at 8PM ET/PT 
In this mouthwatering episode, Adam and Jamie team up with celebrity chef Alton Brown to find out if 
you can cook a full Thanksgiving dinner under the hood of a car. Meanwhile, Kari, Grant and Tory test to 
see if myths about tryptophan in turkey are really true, and if mystery meats can sometimes taste like 
chicken.  
 
A-Z of Explosions – Premieres Sunday, November 25 at 8PM ET/PT 
On this episode of MythBusters, Adam, Jamie, Kari, Grant and Tory run through this explosive alphabet 
highlighting some classic MythBusters moments and favorite explosions while at the same time creating 
even more booms. This episode will seriously blow you away 
 
 
 


